Case study : Bampton Packaging

Bampton Packaging uses Bodet’s system to
control the time and attendance of its
employees
Bampton Packaging was founded in 1926.
Located in Nottingham, it designs and
produces packaging solutions for companies
both in the UK and abroad. Today Bampton
Packaging employs 70 staff.

SUMMARY
Overview
Industry: Manufacturing
Solution: Kelio Prima
Benefits
 Easy to use system
 HR information stored in
one place
 Ability to control absences
and manage holidays

An all encompassing Time and Attendance system
“Before using Bodet’s Time and Attendance system the company used a paper
based system to record hours worked and HR information”, explains Steve Fountain,
Production Manager at Bampton Packaging. They have been using Bodet’s Time
and Attendance system since 2010.
“The reason we chose Bodet was simple”, said Steve. “Bodet’s
solution aligned with all our requirements. These include the ability
to control absences and provide an overview of clocking times at
the touch of a button. It’s also very helpful to view booked holiday
so we can plan effectively. In addition, we really like the fact that all
our HR information is stored in one place.”
“We find the software very easy to use and we know the information can be relied
on. We are very happy with the system.”

About Bodet Limited

State-of-the-art customer support

Bodet has been offering
Time and Attendance &
Access Control solutions for
over 25 years.
Bodet’s devotion to constant
improvement has enabled
Bodet to become the
European leader in the Time
Management sector.

Steve has also been impressed with the
support Bodet offers. “On the odd occasion
we’ve required assistance the team at Bodet
were quick to respond to our questions. Overall
we have no hesitation in recommending
Bodet”, commented Steve.
Bodet prides itself on offering an all encompassing solution for its clients. Why not
join Bampton Packaging and create a tailored solution for your organisation?
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